Family
Activity Worksheet

by local Artist Rachel Hogg

Learning to draw gardening equipment

Get to know the
equipment used in
the garden.
Draw and label your
own garden tool
collection.

“As an artist I gather lots of inspiration
from local gardens. I enjoy drawing
the beautiful plants and exploring the
diﬀerent things found in the garden.
The etchings illustrating this
worksheet were created by drawing
pictures into steel using a tool which
looks like a metal pencil. The metal
pencil scratches the steel to create a
drawing, which is then placed in acid.
The acid etches the drawing into the
steel. The steel is then washed, inked
and rolled under a printing press.

You could draw equipment
just like this gardening
glove which is worn by
gardeners when working
with plants to protect their
hands from thorns and
stop them getting too dirty.

People have been interested in
looking after and toiling the earth for
hundreds of years. Unfortunately, lots
of our plants and wildlife are in a lot of
danger because people have been
working the earth too hard. So it’s
time we got our hands dirty and learn
how to take care of the beautiful green
spaces around us.”
- Rachel Hogg

‘Garden glove’ etching by R.Hogg

What equipment do
you have in your
garden?
Do you know what
they are used for?

Step 1: You will need.
1.Paper
2.Something to draw with(pencil, pen,
crayon).
3.Equipment from the garden (spade,
wheelbarrow, garden glove, watering
can). If you don’t have any equipment in
the garden have a look in some of the
cupboards in your house and see if there
are any tools in there you could draw.
4. A3 card.
5. Glue stick.
(ask a parent if it’s safe for you to draw
the equipment you’ve chosen before you
start!)

This is a wheel of
floristry wire,
which is used to
tie the stems of
plants onto long
wooden poles to
give them
support or to
bunch flowers
together.

‘Floristry wire’ etching by R.Hogg

This water sprinkler which is
attached to pipes running through
the garden links to a tap, which
gives water to all the plants in the
garden and keeps them alive and
green.

Step 2: Take a really
good look at what your
drawing and make some
detailed sketches.
Explore using diﬀerent
things to draw with such
as pencil, pen, crayon,
chalk?

You could try
adding shading
to your drawing
to make it more
realistic.

What diﬀerent
plants and
animals live in
your garden?

‘Water sprinkler’ etching by R.Hogg

Step 4: Label
each of your
drawings with
their name and
what they are
used for.

Step 3: Put your
drawings together in
a grid formation on
top of your card, line
them up neatly and
stick them down.

Garden glove

Sprinkler

Maybe you could
hang your
drawings in the
shed as a helpful
reminder of what
each tool is used
for.

Floristry wire

Print me oﬀ !
Try drawing your own garden
around this sprinkler.
Print this page and see if you can
draw the diﬀerent plants and bugs
that might need the water from this
sprinkler.
You could go for a walk in your
garden or local park to see what
plants and bugs you can find to
use for inspiration.

